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How To Make $50 A Day Every
Day Starting With NOTHING!

A Simple Guide To Making Money Online From
AffiliateMarketingDude.com

Notes Taken From “How To Make $50 A Day Starting With Nothing”
Other Helpful Resources And Videos:
Start Your First Affiliate Website Here
Making Sense Of Affiliate Marketing (tutorial)
Check Out Marcus’ Training Products Here
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Today, what we're gonna do is we're gonna show you how to start
making fifty dollars a day, starting with nothing. That's right.
Ladies and gentlemen, there is nothing to buy.
There are no courses to buy.
We're gonna show you how to do this right out of the get go. So
you can get your 50 dollars each and every day.
Again, remember, results are not typical, implied or guaranteed.
We don't know what you're gonna make, but I can tell you this
business is not that hard to figure out and it's not that hard
to do.
You are Going To Learn:
•

Nine free platforms to use for free traffic getting.

That's right. Free traffic platforms.
You don't even have to pay for anything.
•

Seven easy traffic magnets you can create.

Anyone can make these.
That's really all you got. Because anyone can do this.
So you either make excuses or make money. It's up to you.
We're also going to show you a killer niche example that you can
use right now.
That's right, ladies and gentlemen. You can copy this niche. You
can go use it and make money. And all I ask is that you come
here on the live streams and tell me what's going on. Right.
Tell me. Hey, Marcus, I'm making money. That way I can brag
about you to my students.
And we're going to teach you 13 free tools that you can use
today. That's right.
•

13 software programs that you can use free of charge.
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This is probably going to be the best “How to start with nothing
video you've ever seen in your life.”
What is 50 dollars a day?
$50 Each and every day doesn't seem like that much money to some
people. But to a lot of people, it's like fifteen hundred
dollars a month. That's a mortgage payment.
And this adds up to $18,250 every year.
Imagine being able to make eighteen thousand dollars a year from
a little bit of work automatically on auto pilot.
Because what we're gonna talk about is passive income.
Making one of these each and every day is pretty cool. But most
of you can make more than that with a regular job. So it's not
like huge, but the secret here is passive income.
Because if I can make 50 dollars a day everyday without doing
any more work, then I could go build more things that make more
50 dollars a day. Or I could continue at my job and just have an
extra fifteen hundred dollars a month.
Now, let's disclaimer this the results are not typical, implied
or guarantee. I don't know if you'll make 50 bucks a day. Don't
know if you'll make one dollar a day. Don't know if you'll make
a penny a day. And I don't know if you'll make one hundred
thousand dollars a day. All of those results have been got by
people before. I have lots of friends that do six figures a day.
I do five figures a day on many days.
And so we look at this and we got to focus.
But I got to tell you, there's work involved. There's risk
involved. Obviously, you're going to risk your time. But in this
video, you don't have to risk your money.
So you've got to keep that in mind. The average affiliate
marketer never does anything that I teach. That's right,
friends.
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I have six hundred and thirty videos as of right now on my
YouTube channel. And the majority of people that watch them just
get entertained by them and don't actually do the work, but the
people who do the work get the results.
Now let's dive right in.
The first thing you're gonna do if you want to make your 50
bucks a day is find a specific problem people have.
This is problem solution based stuff.
This is the easiest way to make money because you have people
with a problem. You're going to provide a solution and you're
going to point to your affiliate offer.
So if I have a problem and I'm like, hey, my girlfriend or my
wife doesn't like me very much today or I'm in the doghouse,
then I could say, hey, the best way to get out of the doghouse
is to get her flowers. And then I could link to my affiliate
program for flowers and get paid when people buy flowers.
Hint in just Nine days. It's got to be Valentine's Day and a
shit ton of people are going to be buying flowers for their
spouses and their people.
And there's lots of affiliates that are gonna make lots of
money.
Will it be you?
I don't know.
We're gonna figure it out.
So the problem solution type thing.
Here's an example. Is an example niche that you can use right
now? The example is Excel budget. People every day are looking
for templates to do budgeting on Excel.
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What this means is they're looking for some kind of budget.
They're looking some kind of solution to their problem. And they
want to budget things and they want an excel file and get all
organized.
They're like those those people who have excels for everything,
like organized people. I don't know what organization is that
skip to my brain long ago, but these people are looking for it.
Now, what do people that are looking for budgets want?
Maybe you could offer credit cards. Maybe you could offer debt
relief. Credit consolidation. Credit scores.
Lots of things and all of these pay lots of money.
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People are looking this stuff up and it leads to an affiliate
offer. Boom, boom, boom. There you go.

That's the three pillars to affiliate marketing success.
A problem, a solution and a product.
Simple. So next, what you do is you say, well, what can I offer
these people?
This is what I call the flip.
The flip is taking someone looking for something and then
finding something to offer them. Very simple.
These people just want a little Excel budget thing.
And I'm going to I'm going to go ahead and give them that Excel
budget thing because that's what they wanted.
And then I got to say, by the way, if you want a budget, good.
Here's a way to go.
Robert's got a good suggestion. He says, hey, high interest
checking and savings account. Yeah. High high yield savings
accounts work good.
Maybe investment programs.
So that's the flip. You're gonna take them from the budget
calculator, the Excel thing, and you're gonna flip them into the
offer.
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Here's another example.

How to edit a PDF if people want to learn how to edit PDF files.
Now, right now, there's a solution. There's an affiliate offer
that pays you when you get people to download a PDF editor,
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they don't even have to buy it.
They have to do anything. They download it and you get two
dollars and fifty cents, which is cool. That's like. A 20th of
the way to our 50 dollars a day, so if you only get like one an
hour and take four hours off, you're gonna make your 50 bucks a
day.
And all you've got to do is make a little resource showing them
how to edit PDF files, you can make a video, all kinds of stuff.
We're gonna get into that later.
We're gonna show you 13 free programs you can use to do this
without any money.
So if you're totally broke and you're like, Marcus, I don't like
paying for anything, that’s ok.
Most people have no problem spending a thousand dollars on a new
cell phone. But you know, when it comes to making money online,
I don't want to pay anything.
So if that's you, that's all cool. That's all fine and good. You
don't have to spend anything. You could use your thousand dollar
phone to make a video or do your editing or whatever it is.
So edit a PDF of all these people are looking for how to edit a
PDF.
Here's another one. Remove.
People want to remove things.
Remove a background from an image.
How to remove skin tags.
Remove a tick.
Background wallpaper.
Nail polish. Screws.
Skin tags. Acne.
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All kinds of things. People want to remove all this stuff. They
even want to remove popcorn ceiling, which I wanted to remove a
couple of years ago, paid like three thousand dollars for it.
So, hey, there's some money in these markets.
So you gotta look at this.
You get a focus and you got to be like, OK,
what's the problem?
What's the solution?
What's the offer?
I'm going to point to problem – solution then - point to offer.
Very simple.
So what you're gonna do is you're gonna go out there and you're
gonna find things to offer these people. It's extremely simple.
You can go to clcikbank. You can go to Commission Junction. You
can go to link share. You can go to offer vault. You can find a
separate standalone affiliate product. There's lots of people
that are willing to pay you for stuff. So let's take a look
here.
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So, first of all, gotta find our problem. Solution. Done. Deal.
OK, next we got to go. Like for how to remove a background. You
can go to fiver, get paid like a bunch of money when someone
goes on fiver and opens a new account. Pretty cool.
Next, we want to choose our traffic platform again. This is
free, so we don't have our own website yet.
We don't have anything.
So we're gonna go and we're gonna do this free.
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How to choose your traffic platform.

Here's nine free platforms you can use to get
traffic really, really fast.
1. Wordpress.com
You can go over to WordPress.com You can open a free WordPress
blog. Got to pay nothing. You just go there, you sign up. Yeah.
Got a blog. Very simple.
2. Medium.com
You can go to medium and you can start a site on medium.
These are already ready to go. They get picked up in the search
engines really quick and you can start utilizing them.
3. Guest Blogging
You could do guest blogging, right. You go to other people's
blogs and write some content. Take you about an hour to write
content. Like really, how long would it take to make some
content about how to edit a PDF or how to remove a background
from an image or excel budget? Templates wouldn't take that
long. Like literally, I could probably do that in 90 minutes if
I'm totally slow, like taking a nap for 60 minutes and then
working on it for 30 minutes. It's not that hard to do.
Now the cool thing about these is once you make your content,
you are going to have it live on the internet forever.
Right now I'm making this live video. This live video is going
to take about forty five minutes to create.
This doesn't cost me anything to make.
And unless you count the cameras. But most people have a camera
they can use. Most people have a phone. You can do it free. You
can make it. It's going to live on the Internet forever.
It's going to get traffic. People are going to buy stuff. People
are going to come to my site and boom, there we go.
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4. Ezine Articles
Next, we go to EzineArticles. You can put an article up there.
Now, here's the problem. Most people go there and they're like,
well, you know, Marcus is I just I'm not going to listen to you
because, you know, I'm doing my own thing. And, you know, I know
you've been doing this 20 years, but I've been doing it five
minutes. And I think I know what to do. And they're like, I'm
going to go for the word budget.
And they write an article about budget and they get no traffic.
Don't do it that way. Go for the words that are easy, that are
low competition.
Don't do what the other people say and find your passion and
blog about your passion.
No one cares about your passion until you get in front of them.
No one gives a rip and you can't get in front of them by just
being passionate.
It's not going to work. I'm passionate about lots of things
that don't make me money. Now there's some passions I make a lot
of money on.
But you've got to focus.
5. youtube
We got YouTube, it costs nothing to upload video to YouTube.
Again, if you focus on the right keywords and you could go you
could use Ubersuggest, which is a free keyword tool, you can get
reports just like the reports that I'm doing here. Very simple.
Very easy.
You can create a YouTube video using clip art, using screen
capture software. We're going to talk to you about how to find
those free.
You can do text to speech or you can do it audio with the
background. Not that hard to do. You can outsource it. You can
create these in.
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Literally minutes and put it out there. The key is creating good
content. Create good content. Very important.
6. Facebook Groups
I have a Facebook group that's very profitable, I have friends
that do six, seven figures with Facebook groups. And again,
guess what they cost to open?
Nothing.
You click a button. You start a group. You get some people to
the group. You start interacting with them. You start giving
them solutions to their problems, like, hey, guys, I know this
Facebook groups about weight loss.
I created this little Excel thing to help you track your weight
loss. Very simple, right?
7. Blogger.com
You can also go to blogger and open a free blog.
8. Forums
You can go to forums and make a free forum account and just
start talking to people. Because forums are all about problems
people have, they're like, hey, man, I can't put this thing on
WordPress, you're like, oh, hey, well, you know, here's how you
can do it. And the best way to do it is with this plugin. Go buy
the plugin or whatever. Very simple.
9. Quora
Next, you can use Quora. Now you got to use these the right way
by providing value. If you just go to quora and you spam your
link, you're gonna get shut down. If you go to forums and you
spam your link and you don't give good stuff. You're going to
have trouble.
You got to play within the rules and you've got to follow what
they say to do. You can't just go on YouTube and put up the same
video a bazillion times or put up a bunch of junk videos.
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It's not going to work. You got to make quality content, people
want to watch. Very, very simple.
Right now, as you are watching this, there are millions of
people on YouTube, millions of people on Quora, millions of
people on forums, millions of people on YouTube groups, tons of
people reading ezine articles, millions of people reading guest
blog posts. Millions of people looking at WordPress stuff.
Millions of people looking at medium.
They're there right now right this second.
So here we go. Recap. OK. First, choose our problem. Solution
keyword. Find a specific problem. People have no to choose your
platform. Where you gonna go? Very simple. Choose one, two. All
of them. Doesn't matter if you choose them all. Obviously,
you're going to get more traffic if choose one. You've got to
look at it. Okay. Very, very, very important. Okay. So nine
platforms, you're going to choose your platform. Then you're
going to create a helpful piece of content for your specific
problem keyword.
Create a helpful piece of content for your specific keyword.
What are they looking for out of why?
Edit A PDF if you make a content video blog post PDF or Excel
file, whatever, you make the content about the keyword.
You make good content. If other people have budgets templates,
you're gonna make a better budget template.
If other people have a report that kind of is ok but not great.
You're gonna make a great one.
Spend the time, do the work.
It's going to live on the internet forever. Hopefully make you
money each and every day.
So what we're gonna do is we're gonna create a helpful piece of
content for your problem Keyword This is known as a traffic
magnet.
Why is it known as a traffic magnet?
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Because you could get traffic by having good content.
Now all content is not created equal.
You've got to make something focused on the specific person
you're after and you gotta make something somewhat good.
You could learn about any niche.
You can figure anything out.
Just watch a bunch of videos, read a bunch of stuff.
Boom. You're going to learn.
You could put it together, make it really easy.

OK, here are 7 easy traffic magnets that you can use.
1. Blog Posts And Articles (use open source office
software)
You can make a blog post. You can make an article. There you go.
If you need a free program to make these, you can make it in
Microsoft Word. You can make it in notepad. You can even go get
an open source software like an office type software or
something. There's tons of them out there that are free. And you
could create these blog posts and articles. Boom like that.
2.PDF Files, excel files, templates, ect (open source
office)
You can make PDF files. Oh, Marcus, I don't know how to make a
PDF.
Well, you go in Microsoft Word and you hit save as PDF, then
you're done and you have a PDF. All right.
And I got to tell you, people love PDF Files.
I don't know what it is, but people online, like if I say here's
a blog post or here's a PDF, they love the PDF way more than the
blog post, even though it's the same thing. They just love it. I
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don't know why they got a PDF thing going on and we can use that
to our advantage.

Next, we could do Excel videos or Excel files, right? We can
make Excel files.
Go into Microsoft Excel. We can make a little budget.
We can make a calculator.
I actually made one years ago that did pretty well and it was a
home value amount calculator.
So like if you're looking to sell your home, I would put. What's
the high amount? What's a low amount? And it would calculate
what you're gonna get after realtor fees and everything like
that.
Took me about an hour to make I was actually in the car when I
made it on the way to Lake Tahoe and we lived in California and
I made it in an hour while bumping around in a car.
So, I mean, if I could do that, you could do it, too, which is
pretty cool. Another thing you can do is templates every single
day. I get traffic from a very simple blog theme that I created.
I put it on free.
Simple. What did I put it on? Simpleblogtheme.com It's a little
WordPress theme that I created. Took me about an hour to make
people download it every single day. It builds my list. It works
like crazy, which is really, really, really cool.
So you can do this using open source stuff again.
3. Video Content Tutorials
You could do video content tutorials. You can make a little
video. So like, let's say you have an Excel file, you can make a
video talking about the Excel file and how to use it.
And then boom, you go for the keywords, you go for the traffic
doesn't cost anything to make you put it up there and you lead
them back to your free platform that you put up here.
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Very simple.
You go to my site, that's where you have your affiliate links
and stuff like that.
Now, if you want to make free videos, you can go to freecam. You
can go to shareX. You can go to camstudio. Easyvid or screenrec.
You can use these free. It doesn't cost anything.
And if you're really lazy, you could just put the description
link as your affiliate link. Just make sure you have a
disclaimer that says, hey, yes, I am an affiliate and I get paid
when you buy stuff, which is why I make you really, really,
really cool videos.
4. Helpful Lists (notepad)
You can make helpful lists. A lot of people do not realize that
lists are value.
If I can make a list like this here, here's a list of the five
free video content tools. Boom. There you go. There they are.
That's a list. Very simple. OK. Helpful list are very, very
good. Very easy to make. And people love them and they'll read
them. And you just put, you know, like number eight. Here's my
page resource. That's really good. That will do X, Y and Z that
the free ones won't do. OK.
5. Step By Step Instructions (word editor)
Step by step instructions.
Step 1. Step 2. Here's how to remove popcorn ceiling. Step. 1 I
don't like spray your ceiling with something, step to scrape it,
step three, clean up the mess or whatever it is. Right.
Obviously, it's a lot more competitive.
But you guys get the idea and then you could be like, hey, you
know what? If you don't want to mess your house up and screw
everything up, click here to get a quote on popcorn ceiling
removal. And I think you will really, really like it. Right?
Very simple. Or maybe there's like a guide or maybe there's a
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course on how to do this. Very simple. If it sells for 50 bucks
and you get twenty five or 40 or whatever it is.
Boom. There you go. Step by step instructions. You could do this
in a word, Ed.. It's not going to cost you anything. Right. All
you got to do is spend a little bit of time, do the research, do
this stuff. Boom. There you go. Very simple.
6. Facebook Groups (word editor, snipping, video tools)
Let's say you have a Facebook group about how to remodel your
house. Very simple. I have friends. They have a hundred thousand
people in their Facebook group. I have my own Facebook groups or
I have thousands of people in my Facebook groups, and they love
the content we put out.
All you can do is be like, hey, you know what? The new remodel
thing of the day is. Redo your kitchen, right. Check this out.
Hey, these kitchens are really cool. You want your kitchen to
look like this. Call this number. Click this link and get a
estimate. And I get paid when they get an estimate.
They get on the phone for 30 seconds or 90 seconds and I get
like 100 bucks or something. Like that - insane. Right. Pretty
cool.
Not that hard to do. You get one of those every two days. You're
at 50 bucks a day. Pretty cool. So Facebook groups are really
good. Now, the tools you would need for Facebook groups is
obviously a word, Editor.
Now, you could do this on Facebook, but word editors a little
bit easy. And I like to save the stuff that I make. So I keep it
and I can repurpose it other places.
And then another thing is good is the Windows snipping tool. I
think Mac has a version of that. But, you know, we look at it.
We're like, OK, there we go. Pretty cool, right? The snipping
tool is great. Now, another thing you could do is images, right?
You could do like Pinterest. You could do all these other image
sites and you could go through.
7. images (snagit free trial, windows snipping, paint,
word, jing, gopic, screenpresso)
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And create helpful images.
Maybe like a step by step image thing or maybe an info graphic
or maybe a tutorial within an info or an image or whatever, it
is very simple to do.
You go there and you're like, OK, I can make these with a
snagit, get free trial, right? I get like 45 days free would
snag it at the end. It's like twelve bucks or twenty bucks at
30. I don't know. Something like that might be 50 bucks, but you
can use a free trial of that.
You can use windows snipping tool plus paint. Right. Microsoft
paint work. You can make images in that. You could do Microsoft
Word and the snipping tool. Right. Create it and Microsoft Word
and just do a little snip around it and boom.
You got an image you can use jing you can use go pick and you
can use screen presto boom free programs.
We could go out there. We could do this stuff starting right
now, everyone and anyone can do this. If they focus, it's not
hard to do.
We go out there. We research the niche.
Look at the other Excel templates they have and be like, what
are they going to go out there? I mean, look at the other list,
the other articles, the other PDFs. I got to see what's out
there. And I’m going to one up them. I'm going to do better.
And then I got to position it in front of the people that are
looking for it.
And I can put my affiliate links on it. You can embed your
affiliate links on an Excel file. It's not that hard to do.
You can embed your affiliate links in a PDF. If I do it all the
time and the PDFs live on people's computers forever. They read
them. They look at them. They go out there and they click the
links and make me money, which is pretty darn cool.
You can even do this in like the Bible verse niche if you want
to make lists of Bible verses, if you're into that kind of
thing.
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You could do this with inspirational quotes, find a bunch of
quotes, get some inspirational stuff, and then you can list of
the top 10 books you like or whatever.
Lots of ways to make money, not that hard to do. Now the key is
to embed your bonus step or recommended tip within your
resource.
So you're going to make your resource, your traffic magnet. And
within that, you're going to be like step one, step two, step
three. Step four is my bonus step. It's going to cost you a
little bit, but you can get this or hey, here's my list of Bible
verses, by the way. I use these. I use this Bible software to
get my Bible verses every day.
Click here to download it. I get two dollars and fifty cents
every time they download it. If I get 20 of those a day, I'm at
50 bucks.
And I gotta tell you, on some of my sites, some of my blogs,
I've had as many as a thousand to 4000 downloads a day. That
shit adds up really, really quick and I didn't have enough to
sell anything like it wasn't even that hard. You just go and you
do it and boom, there you go.
So you embed your bonus step or your recommended tip within your
resource.
Again, once you create the resource, one time it lives
everywhere.
You can go promote it anywhere and everywhere you want.
People on Quora would love to read your PDF.
If it helps them, if it doesn't help them, they're going to want
to read it. But you got to help them.
Now, I'm going to show you how this works in real time. All
right.
What am I doing right now?
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Does anyone know what I'm doing? Well, I started a live video
and I'm like, this video is going to be about how to make 50
dollars a day, starting with nothing.

And there's a bunch of people watching my live video right now,
hopefully giving us a like because hopefully I like this stuff.
So they're watching my video right now.
Video doesn't cost me anything to make.
Obviously, I spent a lot of money in studio equipment, but you
don't have to. Right. I did it because I run this as a serious
business.
And you could do that once you start making a bunch of money.
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So I started this. I got my video, I got my software, actually,
the software that I'm streaming with, what's free?
It's called OBSStudio and it's free. I stream with it makes all
these cool things very simple. OK. So I set this up. I got in
front of the people who had a problem.
They are watching the content on a free platform.
You guys are watching this on a free platform.
I didn't need a Web site. I didn't need anything. I'm just here
talking on the free platform.
Very simple. Very easy.
All right. Technically, this cost me nothing to make. Now,
what's the deal? You came here with a problem. You're like
Marcus.
I like 50 bucks. I like it. This is good 50 bucks.
I want the 50 bucks a day. That's the problem. You want to make
money online.
So what do I do?
I teach you something simple that works.
I'm like, hey, guys, here, you can do this. Anyone can do this.
Here's some free programs. Here's some stuff. Go do it. Then
what I do is I'm like, well, let's talk about the pros and cons
of what I just talked about.
All right. So the pros and cons. Right. The pros of what I just
taught you is it costs nothing to start. Nothing. Zero. You
could start with zero dollars. Put your wallet in your pocket,
wherever your pocket is down there. Put your wallet in your
pocket because it's nothing bad. There you go. The pros. Doesn't
cost anything. It's easy to set up. And it's great if you have
no money.
Now, there are some downsides. But hey, you know what? If you're
totally broken, you need to make money. Go do it. I mean, if you
don't have money, you've got to do this way. There's no way
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around it. Now, there are cons because a lot of people out there
do have some money and, you know, maybe a little bit or
whatever.
The cons to doing this is you don't own it, right. If you're
using someone else's platform, you don't own the content. If
you're on Facebook and they decide they don't want your content
anymore. Boom. There it goes.
Goodbye. My automatic money is now gone, too.
You don't get a custom domain name. That's the biggest downside.
Start Your Own Custom Hub Site With Domain Here
I need a custom domain name so that if I do a video or a tool, I
could say go to affiliatemarketingdude.com to get my free
toolbar.
That's a lot easier than being like what I want to do. I want to
go to Markus dot blogspot dot com slash 54, slash 26 a B dot p.
hp.
It's a lot easier to be like go to affiliatemarketingdude.com.
Number three doesn't allow you branding.
Number four, it's limited on the plugins, right? Not a lot of
plugins you can use on free sites. No.
We're on five. They put other ads on your site. Like if there's
ads on my site and I don't get paid for those ads. No bueno. I
do not like that. Not good. Not fun.
I want to make money off my content every way possible. No,
whatever. We're on six, seven, something like that. It has
annoying redirect links, as we talked about earlier. Not having
your own affiliate marketing dude versus like, you know, blog
dot HubSpot dot com slash or whatever. OK.
And then lastly, if you get kicked off platform, you lose
everything, all your search engine rankings, everything you
worked up for. It's all gone.
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Then what I do. Is I say this is the way you could do it. And I
lead you to something more helpful.
So here's the deal. How would you like something where you fully
own it like it's yours? You own it?
How would you like to get a free custom domain name? That's
pretty cool, right? Your own dot.com name and you don't have to
pay for it.
How would you like custom branding? The ability to use all the
WordPress plugins?
How to control your own ad space. Like if there's ads on your
site, you're getting paid. How would you like that?
Easy redirect links.
Like I could do affiliatedude.com slash whatever. Boom. Easy.
Long term viability. Keep your search enging rankings and you
could build and grow for passive income.
Now, the downside of this method method is it does cost an
average of about seven dollars a month or twenty five cents a
day.
So if you're like, well, Marcus, I go and I get a Happy Meal
every month and I don't want to give up my Happy Meal because,
you know, business is not that important to me. I'd rather have
a Happy Meal or whatever it is. Then that would be the downside.
That would be the con.
So what is this?
Well, it's starting your first niche blog now. Over at
GoHubSite.com I have instructions and you could start your first
blog today for less than seven dollars a month.
You get your domain. You get all the other stuff as of the time
of recording this video. They do offer the free domain name.
They even give you like free traffic credits and all kinds of
cool stuff. You can go to gohubsite.com There's instructions you
could start your own.
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Now, obviously, this video was about how to make 50 dollars for
free. And I think I showed you that. And I think you can do
that. And I think anyone out there that's looking for a way to
do this can go out there and create content based on problems
people are having.
Dun dun dun. We need a drum roll. All right. Rapid fire niche
around. Here we go. Go to GoHubSite.com - Start your first site
today.

We got Excel weight loss tracker. Boom. Check that out. People
are looking up. Excel weight loss trackers. You can make a
little weight loss tracker and get like a little formula that
calculates it all at the end of the week. The end of the month,
the end of the year, BMI. All this other stuff, literally, if
you are slow and you've never even used Excel before, you could
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still do this in like three or four hours. If you've used Excel
and. You're not like watching TV and eating chips while doing
it. You could probably make it in like an hour.
It's not that hard to do. Lots of people everyday looking it up,
competition very, very low. Next up, we got Excel workout
template. People want a little template that shows them how to
workout or a workout log or a template or a workout plan
template or a P 90 X workout. And you're like, well, Marcus,
this is great. What can we do? Well, we could go and we could do
workout. Boom. Let's see what we get paid for. We got all these
like P90X body, all these workout ones.
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Weight loss. Cardio weight loss. Eighty dollars sale. DELERY one
hundred eighty five. Assail one seventy five. Sale on an all we
got, we could promote this very, very simple, very cool. You get
one sale every two days and you got your 50 bucks a day.
Pretty simple.
Next we got. Tutorials, all these people are looking for
tutorials. Python tutorial graph. JavaScript blender. Excel
tutorial. Quick books. Get in on and on we go. Very, very
simple. Very, very simple.

Next, infographics, info, graphic maker. People want to make
infographics. Yes. Show them how to make an info graphic. You
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appoint them to some free tools. You tell them some paid tools.
Boom, you get paid. Very, very simple.

Next, we got YouTube thumbnails. People are looking up how to
make YouTube thumbnails. Very simple. What can we flip them
into? Maybe software about thumbnails, maybe a course about how
to create them nails, maybe some templates, whatever. Lots of
things people are doing.
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Add a shopping cart to your web site. Look at it, thats not that
competitive. We're like, hey, here's how to add a shopping cart
to WordPress. I actually did this, guys. I did this.
I think it was 2019. May of 19. I promoted a program and made
like twenty two thousand dollars in a couple of weeks showing
people how to put shopping carts on their blog. That's how I did
it. I actually practice what I preach. I'm not like the other
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guys that are like, hey, here's a theory and I only make money
by selling you on making money things.
It's not like that. I actually teach you the stuff that I use.
I've been doing affiliate marketing for 20 years. I've only been
teaching it for about 10 years now, maybe 12.
And I made most of my money before I actually started teaching
it. And I actually really enjoy teaching. And I think it's fun
to teach you guys this stuff and I love when you guys get
success.
So at a shopping cart website. Again, results not typical,
implied or guaranteed. I don't know what you'll get. Don't know
what you'll make. But I can't tell you that these have recurring
revenue.
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So if I make fifty dollar sale today and they continue for like
10 years and you get 50 dollars every month for 10 years from
that one customer, it adds up.
I could do that 30 times and then just sit back and get money
like on autopilot. Another one is like click funnels, click
rentals versus lead pages.
Both lead pages and click funnels have an affiliate offer. I got
a buddy who promotes click funds. He makes a million dollars and
I know he's made over a million dollars.
I don't know if it's a million a year, but I know he's done over
a million as an affiliate for click funnels like boom. There you
go. Not that hard to do, right?
Builderall vs click funnels. All of these have affiliate
programs and you could just do the research, figure out what
other people are saying.
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Get the reviews. Do the work and boom. There you go. Now, that
was our rapid fire niche around. I hope you guys enjoyed it.
There are enough niches in this rapid fire round for everyone
that are on here live to create a niche.
Now the key to making this work is finding the right platform so
you can use one of free platforms you use. Or you could go to
gohubsite.com and you could start your first niche blog today
for less than twenty five cents a day, which is crazy.
Notes Taken From “How To Make $50 A Day Starting With Nothing”
Other Helpful Resources And Videos:
Start Your First Affiliate Website Here
Making Sense Of Affiliate Marketing (tutorial)
Check Out Marcus’ Training Products Here

DISCLAIMER: make sure you follow all rules and laws when
marketing anything online. Do not make outlandish claims that
cannot be backed up and make sure you follow the rules of
whatever platform you are posting your content on. Always have
an affiliate disclosure. We are not responsible for how you
decide to use this information. There is no guarantee you will
make anything.
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